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On 13 August 2020, the Ruler of Dubai issued Law 9 of 2020 to 

regulate family ownership of common property in the Emirate of 

Dubai (the Law). The Law aims to establish a legal framework for 

family ownership of common property in Dubai and to facilitate its 

transmission among successive generations. This concept of 

undivided family assets introduced by the Law also exists in other 

jurisdictions. 

There are many family run businesses in Dubai. These businesses 

have been in existence for many years and are often in the name of 

one or more senior family members even though other family 

members are beneficiaries of such businesses. This ownership of 

businesses and family assets in the name of a select few senior 

family members (without written agreement on ownership, 

management or succession) can create disputes between the family 

members, especially in case of the death of the owner of record of 

such assets. 

The Law also aims to provide a legal framework for maintaining 

continuity of family ownership and avoiding division of businesses 

amongst family members to the detriment of the businesses and 

families. 

Family Property 

A family is defined under the Law to include the spouse, blood-

relatives and lineage up to the fourth degree. Although the Law 

does not specifically mention that only UAE nationals can avail 

benefits under the Law, the Law has primarily been enacted for the 

benefit of UAE nationals. However, nationals of other countries and 

of any religion are not excluded from the Law. 

The Law permits family members who have a common property to 

classify such common property as a family property. A family 

property may be contributed by any member of the family. The 

term family property in not restricted to real estate and can 

include shares/interest in companies (except public shareholding 

companies),  assets  in  individual   establishments,   movable   and 
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immovable properties and other intellectual property. 

Family Property Contract 

A family property may be created, regulated and managed by a family property contract entered into between 

family members. Property subject to a family property contract shall be treated as common property of the 

family members. A family property contract is the fundamental document governing the family property and 

must be drafted carefully to avoid any ambiguity. It must meet the following conditions: 

a) the parties (also referred as partners) to a family property contract must be members of one family; 

b) the parties must have one business or common interest; 

c) the share and interest of each party must be identified in the family property contract; 

d) each property (which is part of the family property) must be owned by one or more persons who has 

the right to transfer the property; 

e) the contract must be signed by all the parties in the presence of a UAE notary public; and 

f) must not violate public order. 

Amendment to a Family Property Contract 

Any amendment to a family property contract requires the consent of persons holding at least 75 per cent of 

the family property. The family property contract may provide for a higher approval threshold. 

Term of a Family Property Contract 

The term of a family property contract can be a maximum of 15 years. The term may be renewed by 

unanimous consent of the partners provided that each such renewed term does not exceed 15 years. 

Note that for renewal of any term, unanimous consent of the partners is required. A single partner 

(irrespective of the share of such a partner in the family property) can therefore withhold the renewal of a 

family property contract. 

If partners fail to agree to a term for renewal of a family property contract, any partner may, by giving six 

months’ notice, apply to a committee (to be established pursuant to the Law to settle disputes arising out of a 

family property contract) for permission to take his shares out of the family property. 

Management of Family Property 

The family property is to be managed by one or more managers appointed by partners holding two thirds of 

the family property. The number of managers must be an odd number. The manager(s) can be a partner or a 

third party including a corporate entity.  

A family property contract can also provide for formation of a board of directors to supervise the manager(s). 

The rules and regulations regarding appointment, governance and powers of board of directors may be 

included in the family property contract. 

The manager(s) shall have general powers to manage the family property including but not limited to 

distribute profits to the partners, represent the family property before third parties and such other 

responsibilities and powers as may be specified in a family property contract. 

The manager(s) can be held liable and be required to indemnify the partners for any losses caused due to his 

negligence or breach. 
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Partner’s Transfer of Shares in a Family Property 

If a partner wishes to transfer his shares in a family property, he must offer such shares to the other partners 

in proportion to their shares. However, if such a transfer by a partner is an assignment of his shares to his 

spouse or any of his first-degree relatives or any specific partner, the partner transferring the shares is not 

obligated to offer the same to the other partners, unless otherwise agreed in the family property contract. 

Additionally, a partner may transfer his/her shares to third parties (other than the partners) or impose a right 

in kind in favour of third parties, provided that he has the consent of partners holding at least 51 per cent of 

the family property. Although not expressly stated by the Law, such third parties must presumably be other 

family members who are eligible to be partners in the family property. 

In case none of the partners are interested in purchasing the shares of a partner or an heir or the partners do 

not agree to a transfer to a third party, the affected partner or heir may approach the committee (discussed 

earlier) which may permit the transfer to a third party provided that (i) there is a strong justification for 

transfer of shares to a third party; and (ii) such transfer will not affect the continuity of the family property. 

Acceptance by Government Authorities 

The Law should bring order in the management and succession of family property and businesses in the 

Emirate of Dubai. All government authorities in Dubai are required to take appropriate steps (such as 

preparation and maintenance of commercial and real estate registers) to ensure acceptance and enforcement 

of the Law. It will be interesting to see how other Emirates will recognise a Dubai family property contract. 

The Law is an effort to simplify succession issues and to prevent major family assets from being sold to 

generate liquidity for distribution among heirs upon the death of a patriarch. ■ 
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